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Membership
Info



Hello!

So you're thinking about becoming a member of

the community! That's great news.

We are growing an idea that people care about.

That idea is simple: Get Better Together. We face

a lot of the same problems as small-to-medium

sized businesses.

We see ourselves as competitors in name only

(and the occasional bid, yes). The belief is that

together, we can raise ourselves up and create

more opportunity by slicing a bigger piece off of

the collective pie, something we can't

accomplish by in-fighting.
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Why am I paying to become a member of the
B&B community? Aren't I already a member?
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More Opportunity
People who join the community are more likely to find new projects to work on. We
take pride in the fact that our events are a proven place to land new jobs and
establish new working relationships. 

Innovation happens at a small-to-medium sized level. Companies that are agile
implement new ideas and deliver amazing projects. We want you to look great in the
eyes of your client, and we provide the space for you to learn about all the amazing
things happening in our industry.

More Ideas

More Community
We don't believe in networking. We think it's a boring, forced terminology. We
believe in gathering like-minded individuals who are passionate about what they
do. This community is a space to meet those like-minded people, where
conversations are natural, and always over beer!



Can I still come to events if I'm not a
member?
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Heck Yes!

Members get discounts on certain events. (More on that in
the following slides!)

Workshops and some Flagship events have limited space.
Members get the first opportunity to join us for discussions
where we learn about new products, new practices, and how
other leaders solve the same problems we all have.

And bring your friends too! There are a few differentiators
however:



Merchandise package (shirt & hat)

25% off Flagship events (4 per year)

Free Workshop events (~8 per year)

B&B Growler of Annex Ales beer (on

backorder)

Industry partnership deals (brewery

discounts and partner event discounts)
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Growler
Membership
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Merchandise package (shirt or hat)

25% off Workshop events (~8 per year)

First access to limited-ticket events

Industry partnership deals (brewery

discounts and partner event

discounts)

Pint
Membership
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50% off Flagship events (4 per year)

Merchandise package (shirt or hat)

Free reserved tickets to Workshop events

Industry partnership deals (brewery

discounts and partner event discounts)

Student
Membership

**We need proof, punk! An up-to-date student ID or a
current class schedule will suffice.



What a Better
Homebuilding Industry
Looks Like
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Stronger Reputation
Collaborative Leadership
Efficient Communication
Fun!
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We want the Calgary design and homebuilding
industry to reflect a gold-standard in innovation and
customer service. We want people to partner with
Calgary businesses for their homebuilding
experience because they know Calgary has the
highest quality trades, designers, and builders.

Stronger
Reputation

We believe in sharing. Sharing ideas, best practices, and
resources. We don't believe in hiding our secrets for a
competitive edge to preserve short-term gains. When we
share, everyone wins–including the client. Simply put,
when our industry wins, we all win. It's a long-term
game, and we want everyone here to play for as long as
they want to!

Collaborative
Leadership

We think the pre-construction phase of every project
needs more collaboration. Builders, trades, designers,
and architects coming together earlier means a
better experience for everyone involved–especially
our clients!

Efficient
Communication

Most people in our industry got here because they are
passionate about their craft and are looking to connect
with others who share that passion! Work should be fun…
it’s why we do it and we want to create a space where
our industry can come together and share a laugh and a
pint!

Fun!



"You guys are awesome, and I'm so glad I found this
group !!!"

"I appreciate you guys and gals for creating and
keeping this community going!!"

"This was awesome. Super fun, I was impressed.
Very excited to be a part of the group. I love how
real and genuine everyone seemed!"

"You guys rock. I’ve wanted to find something like
this for a long time and am glad I did a year ago."

"I loved the collaboration and comradery."

Testimonials
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FIN

If you have any questions about the
information please don’t hesitate to contact:

Contact Us

Stefan
buildersandbrewsyyc@gmail.com 
403-968-9177


